We demonstrate improved performance in interfacing standard fibers with nanophotonic waveguides through a mechanically compliant polymer interface. We show -1.4dB peak transmission with 0.8dB penalty over the ~100nm bandwidth measured and all polarizations.
Challenges in cost and scalability of photonic packaging hinder the deployment of photonic circuits. To reach the potential of silicon photonics, disruptive improvements are required in cost-efficiency and in scalability of both optical port count and manufacturing volume. We have recently proposed a novel approach to interfacing standard fibers with nanophotonic waveguides [1] . As shown in Fig. 1 , it involves polymer waveguides lithographically defined on a flexible ribbon. This ribbon is assembled to a custom ferrule, which defines a standard fiber connector interface. This sub-assembly is picked and placed on a nanophotonic die with standard microelectronics tools. Self-alignment structures are defined on the precision-molded ferrule as well as on the lithographically defined ribbon and chip to provide the optically required ±1-2 μm final alignment despite the initial ±10 μm placement uncertainty of highthroughput tools [2] . Our first optical demonstration provided a peak transmission from standard fiber to Si waveguide of -2.4 dB with 1.5 dB penalty over a 100 nm bandwidth and all polarizations [3] . Here, we report on notably improved performance. As shown in Fig. 2(d) , the peak transmission is now -1.4 dB with 0.8 dB penalty over the ~100 nm bandwidth measured and all polarizations. The key enhancements over [3] were in ribbon-to-chip assembly, as described in [4] , and in polymer waveguide design and fabrication. The wafer interface remained unchanged.
The optical path through the compliant polymer interface is shown in Fig. 1 (c)-(f). Optical fibers are butt-coupled to polymer waveguides in a standard fiber interface. The optical confinement is then increased adiabatically to a Fig.1 . Schematic of the compliant polymer interface in (a) exploded view and (b) after assembly to the photonic chip. Lithographically defined waveguides on a flexible ribbon interface standard fibers to nanophotonic waveguides. Self-alignment structures enable assembly with standard high-throughput tools. The optical path is illustrated through the waveguide crosssections of (c) to (f), whose locations are shown in (b). The current implementation has 12 parallel optical waveguides.
routing cross-section with wider width. Finally, the polymer cladding is terminated lithographically to expose the waveguide core for efficient adiabatic coupling to the chip. There, a non-linear change in the width of a Si nanotaper controls the mode evolution. The main issue found in [3] was larger than expected scattering loss from the abrupt changes in the effective optical cladding experienced near the chip edge and the start of the Si nanotaper. This was addressed here by increasing the confinement in the polymer waveguide and increasing the optical adhesive thickness between the polymer waveguide and the chip at assembly. The exposed polymer waveguide is now 7.5 μm wide with a short adiabatic transition added from the previous 6 μm wide cross-section, which was kept for routing to ensure single-mode operation in the region where the cladding is symmetric. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . As in [3] , automated assembly was used between ribbon and chip but active alignment was used between ribbon and a standard fiber connector. Relying on standard connector pin alignment between fiber and polymer is expected to add up to 0.5 dB loss. Performance through all loopbacks is shown before and after preliminary stressing through 25 cycles of -40 to 85ºC. The change in measured loss with stressing is not significant in view of the measurement repeatability. We have demonstrated improved optical performance with a peak fiber to Si transmission of -1.4 dB, wide spectral bandwidth, and low <0.5 dB polarization dependence. The adiabatic aspect of the compliant polymer interface provides much wider spectral bandwidth than diffractive vertical couplers and its mechanical compliance points towards improved package reliability when compared to rigid direct fiber-to-chip connections. 
